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Introduction

My name is Kai von Fintel. I was born in Germany many years
ago. I went to the USA for graduate school and stayed. I have
lived more than half of my life in Massachusetts. By now, I am
an American of German descent. I received my PhD from the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst. I have taught at MIT
since 1993. I am a semanticist = I work on meaning. I think it’s
the most awesome topic in the world. Hence this class.
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What is meaning? Let’s brainstorm!

What kind of things have meanings or mean something?
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A former meerkat expert at London Zoo has been ordered to
pay compensation to a monkey handler she attacked with a
wine glass in a love spat over a llama-keeper.
[Associated Press, Oct. 14, 2015]
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Language is a precision instrument
for conveying meanings.
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We have specific noises for everything!
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“infinite use through finite means”
(Wilhelm von Humboldt)
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Language sample #1 ← click to see movie!
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/njs1m968ik7y5fa/navajo.mp4?dl=0


Language sample #2 ← click to see movie!
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/pmsbs1emaf1pgcx/hippocratic.mp4?dl=0


Tempting idea

• Speaker S has a thought.
• Speaker S encodes the thought in a string of sounds.
• Speaker S produces the string of sounds.
• Hearer H hears the string of sounds.
• Hearer H decodes the string of sounds.
• Hearer H now has the thought S had had.
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That model is wrong!

• the signal is multi-dimensional
• the thought is not entirely encoded because context and

inference play a huge role
• the conveyed content is multi-dimensional as well
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We can convey thoughts
with minimal means
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Dude! ← click to see movie!
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https://www.dropbox.com/s/7ou7zcn7ep5d29l/dude.mp4?dl=0


How can one word encode
so many different meanings?
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The meaning conveyed comes from

• the meaning of “dude” (very minimal)
• the context
• intonation
• co-speech gestures
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Eleven more weeks of meaning

• the core properties of human language
• the interplay of semantics/grammar and pragmatics in the

creation of meaning
• writing systems
• oral versus written language
• other secondary systems (drums, whistling, smoke, …)
• sign languages
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• language and thought
• translatability
• language diversity, endangerment, should we all speak

the same language?
• animal communication systems
• the science of cursing
• social signals in language
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Acquisition of semantics or pragmatics

Algebraic models

Argument structure

Attitude verbs

Comparatives and superlatives

Composition and type theory

Computational methods in semantics

Conditionals

Conjunction or disjunction

Context dependence

Corpus studies

Diachrony

Dialogue

Discourse particles Discourse structure
Dynamic theories of meaning

Ellipsis

Evidentiality

Exhaustion and maximality

Existential constructions Experimental studies with child 
participants

Experimental studies

Field-based semantics and 
semantics of underrepresented languages

Focus

Genericity Imperatives

Implicature and pragmatic enrichment

Indefinites

Indexicality and deixis

Information structure
Mass reference Measurement, scales, and degrees

Modality

Modification

Negation and polarity

Nonasserted content and its projection

Numeral semantics

Opacity, de se, and logophoricity

Plurality

Polysemy

Possessives

Presupposition

Quantification

Questions and interrogatives

Reciprocals and reflexives

Reference, anaphora, and binding

Semantic categories

Signed languages

Subjective and evaluative 
predicates

Tense and aspect

Theories of semantics

Typology, variation, and universals

Vagueness and gradability

Methods

Variable-free semantics

LF, QR

Perspectives, Frameworks

Alternative Semantics

Empirical Areas

“Superlinguistics”

Application of linguistic concepts 
and tools to other semiotic systems

Animal Communication
Events

Expressive meaning

Definites

Mathematical Tools

Set theory, Relations, Functions

Orderings

Mereology, Lattices

Category Theory

Type Theory

Logic

Lambda calculus

Scope

Probability

Propositional logic

Predicate logic
Modal logic

Distributivity

Antecedent 
Contained 
Deletion

Irony

Metaphor

Metonymy

Politeness

Situation Semantics

Discourse Representation Theory

Mood Topic

Intonation

Lexical semantics

Decomposition

Inflectional, derivational morphology

Game Theory

Exclusives

Additives

Scalar operators

Exceptives
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I like to talk with students rather than at them

Might be harder in such a large class, but I will try.
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Piazza

There’s a piazza forum linked on Canvas
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Reading for next week [on canvas]

Trask on “The uniqueness of human language”
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The most complicated word in English

ismo clip ← click to see movie!
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAGcDi0DRtU
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